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Since Feb 2016, Hind Petro is in uptrend, making a series of higher tops and higher bottoms, taking support
on long term trendline connecting the lows of 141 (Feb’16) and 177 (May’16). The scrip has multiple touch
points and always rallied to new highs after testing the trendline. However, during Dec’17 the stock failed
to register a new high after registering a low of 400 in Dec 17. stock rallied to high 0f 446 and subsequently
fell towards the trend line. After couple of weeks sideways move, the scrip has finally broke the trendline
and fell below the previous week low of 400 and closed at 384.
This trend-line breakdown coupled with bearish cross over of 5-week and 20-week moving averages in Nov
2017 suggests that the scrip is entering into a long term corrective phase. This correction could last for
several months and scrip could register much lower levels in coming weeks.
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The above charts is monthly log scale chart since 2013. During this secular uptrend, the scrip has rallied
from the lows of Rs.35 to a high of 492 , 14X in last 5 years. During this period the scrip has got support at
20 month moving average in case of any medium term corrective decline. The monthly RSI is also trading
just below the support levels of 60. However, stock has broken the rising trendline line connecting the lows
of 35 and 141 and currently trading near the 20 month moving average (placed at 361).
On Monthly charts, stock has moved below the major support levels of 400. In the coming weeks, if the it
falls below the 360 levels, then it will enter into a long term corrective phase during which stock could slide
towards much lower levels.
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In the above the chart , it is shown that around Rs.360 the scrip has got multiple supports. The 20 month
moving average is placed at Rs.361 while the 38.2% retracement levels is placed at Rs.358. During its
previous corrective phase the scrip got support around same level of retracement when it corrected from
the highs of 220.
During recent corrective decline, if stock gives a weekly and monthly close below Rs.360, then we could
witness a sharp fall towards Rs.315 (50% retracement level of its rise from Rs.141 to Rs.492) or even
towards Rs.275 (61.8% retracement level).
On the bullish side, if in coming weeks scrip holds above Rs.360 supports and manages to give a close above
the Rs.420 levels, then we might be entering into a another bullish phase and scrip can then rally higher
towards all time highs and beyond. However, for this bullish argument to hold it is important for the scrip
to negotiate above Rs.420 on weekly and monthly closing price basis
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On daily charts, the scrip has taken good support on 200-DMA. In the past, the scrip fell below this moving
average in Feb 2016, but recovered sharply from Rs.141 lows and managed to move beyond 200-DMA. This
move started a new uptrend for the scrip and it scaled a new all time high of Rs.492. This time also it has
moved below the 200-DMA. In the coming weekks if the scrip manages to move beyond Rs.408 (200-DMA)
then there is high probability that it will once again resume its uptrend and scale new highs beyond Rs.492.
However, for this bullish argument to hold it is important that the scrip moves beyond 410-420 zone in
coming weeks.
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The scrip has broken below the long term trend line connecting the lows of 35 and 141. It has also moved
below the 23.6% retracement level of its entire rise from 141 to 492. For past couple of months the scrip
was holding this retracement level. The 50% and 61.8% retracement levels are placed at 317 and 275.
These levels are close to the 38.2% (318) and 50% (265) retracement levels of its entire rally from 35 to
492. Thus any corrective decline below 360 should lead to a decline towards 318-320 range. Once 315 is
decisively broken we could then slide towards 260-275 zone.
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Medium Term View
Based on the Monthly and Weekly chart analysis on Hind Petro, we believe that Scrip is trading
close to important support of Rs.360-380. zone. In the coming sessions if it failed to hold 360
supports, then it could slide towards 315 levels initially and 280-265 levels finally.
Monthly charts are suggesting that scrip has entered into a medium term corrective phase and
once important supports are breached it will see further price erosion . We advice investors to
reduce exposure in stock or hedge long term portfolio holding by selling HPCL future .
Our bearish view on Hind Petro will get negated once the scrip gives a monthly close above Rs.
420.

